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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

The Todd County Courthouse is one of the very few surviving astylar Greek Revival courthouses
in Kentucky, and one of the earliest surviving at all. The original structure was erected in
1835 by Jesse Russell, a local brick mason who was employed to supervise the construction.
It consists of an almost cubical block of Flemish-bond brick with queen closers at the corners
and beside the openings. There is a fairly low hipped roof, with projecting gables on the north
and south sides. Beside these gables are prominent chimneys. The walls below the gables
project very slightly from the main surface of the block, without interrupting the overall
impression of massiveness.
The original triple openings in the center of each side the only tell-tale Greek Revival feature
of the design and flanked by single openings on both stories. The proportions are distinguished, the scale rather taller than usual for the period. Over all the openings are stone
lintels with carved concentric circles in the corner blocks which project beyond the ends of
the openings. Between the tops of the doors and the transoms are interesting bands of "teardrop dentils, tf which also appear in the interior architectural details of the courtroom. The
foundations are of stone.
After Union troops used the courthouse as their headquarters during the Civil War, the building
underwent necessary repairs and some superficial alteration. Several years later, about
1871, there was extensive remodelling. Apparently at this time a frame tower in the Second
Empire manner was added to the center of the roof. It effectively marks the intersection of
the main roads and marks the location of the courthouse from a considerable distance. The
steeply slanted Mansard roofs of the tower retain some of their polygonal Victorian tiles.
Each side features a round-arched dormer containing a clock-face. The clock was provided
in 1888 by the City of Elkton. A bulbous lightning rod forms a flnial. Oddly, the story
below the roof has pointed-arched ventilator openings. During the remodelling in the 1870s
the courtroom was removed to the second floor, its usual position in Kentucky courthouses,
and offices for county officials were located on the first floor, where they all remain.
The balusters of the south stairway have an unusually heavy quality, suggesting Grecian entasis
(photo 4). Although maintenance has been uneven, the building has suffered little inappropriate
modernization.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The Todd County Courthouse was built in 1835 under the supervision of Jesse Russell, a local
brick mason. The courthouse is one of the very few surviving astylar Greek Revival courthouses in Kentucky. In spite of the addition of a Second Empire Mansard cupola and internal
alterations after the devastations of the Civil War (known as "the War Between the States" in
South Central Kentucky as farther south), the building remains essentially as originally built.
It is the focal point of the courthouse square that marks the center of the community and forms
a landmark on both north-south and east-west routes.
Todd County was formed in 1819 from Christian and Logan Counties. In 1820 Elkton was designated the county seat. It was selected because of its central location, its plentiful supply of
water, and the availability of land, granted by John Grey. Grey was one of the earliest
settlers in the area. IJe owned a store and later started a stage coach line. Williams describes
Grey's plans in The Story of Todd County, Kentucky (1972, p. 120):
"In 1819 Grey offered a plan of a large addition which consisted of more than 250 lots. According
to his design the principal streets radiated from a square which contained about two acres.
The plan was so carefully adpated for the terrain that the square occupied a slight eminence.
Consequently, the courthouse which stands at the center of the square, dominates the area.
The square is really a trapezoid, with the south side being longer than the other sides. ff
Grey built the first courthouse in 1821, from bricks burned on the site. This structure served
as the courthouse until 1834, when it was decided a larger building was needed. At this time
it was torn down and Jesse Russell was hired to supervise the construction of its new courthouse.
According to legend the building was built on "honor, " that is, each of the four sides was
assigned to a workman of approved skill, and a premium offered to the one who should erect
the best wall. The courthouse is unusual in that it has no central arch or support and this could
be explained by the contest. It was recorded that a Mr. Shemwell built the best wall (south)
and received a coat as a prize.
During the Civil War (1865) the Union troops used it as their headquarters. Afterwards, a few
repairs and alterations were needed. About 1871, extensive remodelling was done. The
building continues to serve as the Todd County Courthouse although the county T s business has
outgrown it and it is now less than adequate in size and facilities. Nevertheless, the building
is architecturally significant and, in spite of the two periods of construction, retains considerable
dignity achieved through modest means.
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As the designated State Historic Preservation Officer for the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (Public Law 89-665). I
hereby nominate this property for inclusion in the National Register and certify that it has been evaluated according to the
criteria and procedures set forth by the National Park Service.
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